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Introduction 

Extracting information from neutron spectra, could be regarded as a kind of art. It is a 
éVifftciiit task mvolving knowledge of reactor as wefl as a complicated (though uiicotistkwis) 
visual image processing. On the other hand, it is important because helps to reveal the 
changes of the umkrrymg system [1]. 

Neutron spectra interpretation demands both experience, fantasy, intuition as well 
as good eyes since the features in the neutron spectra are usually not too sabent. Due 
to the above criteria, hardly can two experts be found, reaching the same conclusion 
when investigating the seme spectrum. Although the disagreement can explore unbelievable 
depth of knowledge it would be better if the common background could be seen more 
clearly. 

Nowadays we have arrived the border line. In one hand there are enough information 
as well as both theoretical and experimental knowledge about neutron spectra. On the 
other hand this knowledge is not consistently organised. Certainly ample important artic
les appear answering particular questions. However, even if these works refer to different 
viewpoints of other authors, it is almost impossible to see if 

• there are any differences at all 
• these differences are real or only virtual 
• the mentioned differences could really cause the final disagreements 

The list can be continued up to infinity. Certainly, these problems are not attached 
only to neutron spectrum interpretation. It can be said for each field of any sciences, human 
and/or natural. We do not intend to find the final answer (since even the final question is 
covered). Our goal is very "simple". We only would like to computerize (algorithmize) the 
neutron spectrum interpretation. In order to do it the first st*p is to find out what kind of 
information can be get from human experts at all. Afterwards a language must be defined 
by which this knowledge can be fed to the computer. 

To handle the above problems a new area of sciences is being developed, the so-called 
knowledge-engineering. Let us consider the following "simple" but important question: 
"What is the probability of a double-peak in an APSD, if...?". It is almost impossible to 
get definite answer from an expert for it. A definite answer can be expressed as a number, 
i.e. p = 0.3 (where p is the probability in the above sentence). However a typical answer 
rather is "well, it is quite sure" or "it depends" or "not big" or "almost impossible", etc. 
These are not definite answers, and it is better to consider the probability as a linguistic 
variable taking some "values" like 

p = (impossible, small, medium, large, almost sure) 

There are special programming languages (e.g. PROLOG) to treat this kind of vari
ables [2]. In this work we show how a system can be built up using these new tools and 
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methods. We propose a methodology for recognition elementary features (peaks, linear 
segments, ascending and descending lines, etc.) in neutron spectra. In this paper we axe 
concentrating only on recognition wkwsicaUj relevant scab in an APSD. 

Let us summarise why automatic neutron spectrum interpretation is srtaosa/fy aem 
(The reason, why it is important, has already been mentioned.) 

• It leads to a systematization of knowledge. 
• A useful training systems can be developed using, it. 
• It applies the rules consistently, unlike the humans. 
• The completeness of the rule system can be checked relatively easily. 
• The rule system can be easily modified whenever it is necessary. 

Recognition of a real peak is a two-step process. [Henceforth "real peak" is meant for 
those peaks which have physical significance according to a given (and hopefully complete 
and consistent) rule system.] First every weakisk part of the spectrum is detected and 
collected without attaching any physical significance to them. They are referred to as 
elementary pemks. Afterwards the res/ feats (or peaks for brevity) are selected from them. 
A confidence level is calculated and assigned to every peak measuring the significance (or 
the trust of an expert in the relevance) of the peak. The confidence level is calculated via 
Bayesian logic. 

The peakishness will be defined in a self-consistent way keeping in mind that there 
are many possibilities to choose peaks from a spectrum. The situation is the same during 
attaching physical significance to every elementary peak. The rule system is applied here 
only one way to recognize real peaks in a neutron spectrum. However, tbe method is general 
and any other rule system can be implemented following the proposed way. 

As a matter of fact, there has been several attempts to make the spectrum interpretati
on automatic. However, our method is superior to them in that sense that it often a bridge 
over the discontinuity between machine algorithms and the human thinking schemes. 

This article represents only the starting point of a large diagnostic expert system 
under development. Our main point is to demonstrate how a new methodology can support 
experts not only to save their time performing repetitive and boring (mechanical) tasks 
but also to open a principally new line to compare and check different viewpoints. 

The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we overview botfc the 
theoretical and experimental background of getting neutron spectra. The rule system to 
recognize real peaks is presented in Section 3 while Section 4 is devoted to tbe Bayesiaa 
decision methods. The methodology is applied on real signals. An illustrative example for 
detection peaks in an APSD is shown in Section 5. The discussion, open problems and 
near future researches are summarized in the Conclusions. 

2. Evaluating incore neutron detector signals 

In this Section the main points of noise diagnostics based on neutron signal investi
gation are surveyed. There is no direct way to map the inside of a reactor core because of 
the extrem conditions (p ss 120bar,T « 270°C at a WWER-440 NPP) and the very high 
radioactivity. Therefore only indirect information is available. The most popular method 
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going on toe core. For 
detector* (SPNTJs) to 
tbemtenectioooftbe 

The core map of a WWER—1000 reactor used for 
black hexagones — strings of SPND detectors 

shadowed hexagones — clusters of the tenth group of control rods 
I.-IV. — inlet/outlet tubes 

circles — ionization chambers 

Besides the incore detectors, the following devices are also used in noise diagnostic 
evaluations; 

• thermocouples (for only low frequency [< 0.5Hz] thermic fluctuations) 
• ionization chambers (for the motion of the core barrel) 
• vibration detectors (for the global motion of the reactor vessel and inside vibration 

phenomena) 
• inlet and outlet pressure detectors 

In the following we are concentrating on neutron detector». 
The major part of the signal obtained from SPN detectors can only be used to de

termine the tteaiy-stute power since these detectors have very long response time (about 
10 min.). Only 5-7% of the DC signal is prompt; this part is used to investigate the high 
frequency behaviour (for noise diagnostics), ш addition, the SPN detectors have other 
drawbacks, nairely: 
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i) The neutron detector has a relatively large (fi* 30cm) untax sbe. 
ii) Mcfhaniral vibrations can be detected only mdwecifs. 

in) Long wires are ncmsaij to cany signals; the relevant isnonnation ищу Ы aaamraassd 
by the backgroond noise. 

After having separated the fluctuating part m the detected signal by liifji paas ( « 
0.1Hz) filters, the second task ia to explore the relevant inára mal ion it can be done by 
the familiar FFT (Fast Fourier Iranssonnatkm) nvtbob^ Simx U*e OMOt mi|Mrtaat tmat-

a a a n n • • a n a - • « • a> ä an a • • в ^ я а * 
ftasazmsajMnWenY vaaTa*ss*aaanmansft Bnavana> а. • м м м м ш м sWnmT a1aamánn4nas*4^BnpannTne* •vnssnnnnMná*aa> • пааивпшпдВап ^nmn« ФЪптТа Я Н 1 а > 1 

the sampling frequency is abont lOOBx. ш order to avoid the ao-calledaläutaf of the higher 
component», the signals must be pie-filtered by a bw-paw (* 40 - 50fla) filter. 

Mutual invsiligalicm of the peases and caacrcaces of disnrent signals recorded from 
^ S H H W C K C O K gPnffCwOaT D O N w l O O S ОСШРв vi© U 0 Q s 3 S C t t f i f l D O C S wasm? ШШЩЖШШт S f l Q wmwat C0w*<C(Vw9C ОСпвпп99аОЯпГ 

of the underlying mechanisms. In theory, lees/ changes have alseef tfcits. fai practice, it 
means that a pointwise perturbation influrnces the detectors winch are situated m the 
neighborhood of the changes. The extent of the influence depends on the scale and the 
type of the local effect. For the piublem in hand, it has a major advantage. In fact, hawing 
detected something unusual only by aae detector while there is no trace of the elect m 
any other signal, suggests meesaremeai /ninne. la contrary, a real physical event modifies 
almost all detected signab. This knowledge is built into the rule system which is applied 
to separate physical events from unphyskal ones. 

Figure 2 shows a typical spectrum. Knowing the characteristic of the applied low-
pass/high-pass filters and the sampling frequency during the A/D conversion, the general 
shape of the spectrum can be predicted. Thus certainly exist 

a an exponentially decreasing part in the low frequency band 
a wideband peaks 
*> a cutoff point 

Some of the above features are well known and thoroughly investigated. As an examp
le, in the WWER-1000 NPPs a peak at 16Hz is assigned to the main pump. On the other 
hand, the most important features are those that can net he predicted. These peaks have 
the most important information about some changes in the miderlying system therefore 
these peaks must be reliably recognized. However, even a well-trained expert could over
look some unusual phenomena. In fact, some new peaks are not too significant (they are 
hidden by the background noise) and can only be recognized via a tftiemetic «cards. Alt' 
hough thconikelli a systematic search is an easy task, in practice it is almost impossible 
to perform because of the large amount of signals. If the appearance of a new peak is pre
dicted (or expected) in a restricted frequency range, then the peak is recognizable; on the 
other hand, without any expectation, there is almost no chance to find anything. On the 
other hand, the neutron detectors provide <m/y indirect information about the vibration 
mechanisms. Therefore the peaks are »meshed and usually suppressed by the background 
noise. Human recognition could easily overlook it. In the following we will show how a 
compact rule system can be applied to 

a find the predicted peaks 
a find peaks without any prior expectation. 
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К 
We would Шве to follow tbe thinking of 

peaks in a spectrum. Usually an (unconscious) visual prepocessmg selects "pcariah* tt 
Sometimes these features are called swuef scab. Every part of tbe spectrum satisfying a 
simple condition (fees/ атааегпе*) listed below is regarded as a visual peak, m tbe second 
stage лОШямЛ properties and conditions are introduced to яетте* tbe set of the fauna 
visual peaks in order to pick out tbe real pet** from them. During tbe separation process 
every element of tbe final aet containing tbe real peaks has a wei§kt or a ctmjUctu* Irsel 
showing its significance. It ia possible to separate different classes exploring tbe dnswtncta 
in tbe confidence levels. It helps e.g. to recognise new phenomena since tbe well-known 
peaks (with high confidence level) can be in a separated class. Therefore the weights have 
double-role; 

a Imitates a real (human based) selection process, 
a Makes further classifications possible. 

In this work the following conditions are used for preselection as well as further cuts* 



to create a b e 
to a visas! peak, asirh; its sferf (SP), mMk (MP) 

its fdbÜK icsja* (RH). (See Fsjntes 3 and 4). 
oftbeAPSD. 

Fsgave3 

S i 

а*лкша*Дя 

0^^*4^Y^*v^^v^^v4^^^**^a^«4^^ww^ww^«^*4^^v^f^v«^v4P^»^^*^V"B^w^^PVU4^n4W^^v^^^«^ 

Start point (SP), middle point (MP) and 
end point (EP) of a local maximum. 

4cf RH = Я(МР) - 05 x [ff (SP) + ff (EP)] 

After constructing tbe list of visual peaks, further selection is done. This step begins 
with a fütering when those local maxima, whose relative height are (ем then a ikrttkoU 
vafee are iiscmriei. Obviously the choice of the threshold value is arbitrary. There ia no 
way to decide the best value. Usually it is set by so-called ex скшШгш methods, or at least 
the determination of the threshold value comes from certain соглртотмяе. 

Confidence level ia calculated using the Bayesian decision method. The general rules 
are the following: 
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Relative height (RH) of a local i 

i) # there ere local 
from toe нщщшищ detector 

n) If there ie а шаттимии m tbe »the 

iii) If tbe frequency ie higher then tbe 
tatae eVcrawes. 

ir) Jftfe relative heis^t is greater than a 

ofa 

rf tint flUrs ate* the 

taretbe 

T) 7/a physically meaamgfol peak v u found at a I 

Rule •) ie impknentabk only in special curaawtance», i.e. 
also available. Here only tbe general гама are Gated eince tbe next part of the 
the detaib of the BejueJan dedeion method». 

Sometime» a /5a*J «eíectie* я performed »men tbe confidence level» 
a threshold value. 

to* 

In tbe following tbeee rule» are applied to detect pbyeical peak». First the 
(increasing, decreasing) are related to numerical values (bnguistic variabks] 
will be shown, how confidence level (or likelihood) can be related to physical 
(Bayesian reasoning). 

H 
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condrtinooJ probabifctk» Let Я denote the hypnshrna that the hnd leal 
ienl peek and let e be est eient fated isi the rales. ffW iTimfli, rate n) 
is a isjhn—и in the u a m n i i The» the iiiniliunal BIIIBSHBJ F\H\C) 
neafihood tb*t n locnl пмявяеш is a ran! penk 7 on < 
ucigbbwiot; freoaearie». The hnol tosh is to ditiimnii the ДЯкр; 
H в ensier to oncnlnte P{H\t) inawectly, Le. throagh the P[t\H) piiiksuaViii In fact, 
if we know thnt n locnl ипдпюаш is a reel peak, then both upiinwiaH —d theory с м 
predict ÜatpcoDabJfttyPHlQtla^tl«*»^ 
other spectra. Having known P{e\H) «nines the Bayes theory grass the tool to . 

where P(\) denotes the ceadnWeef гпШЯи* P(H\e)»tbtpnb4b&y ЫЪуроишЬ Н 
upon obtaining event e; P[H) в the e pram' probability of hypotlnms H, P{e\H) n the 
probability of occurrence event с if hypothesis Я is tnsrTJ^e)BtheprobnbXtyofi 
c. The changing of the conftoenec level в proportional to ti* cnlenlnted Р(Я|с) < 
probability. As it can be seen, sense previous information is necessary to evahsate Р(Я|с), 
namely the probabilities Р(е|Я) and P{H). The probability of ev«* с в ov* c* iaAerest. 
In fact, the following two constraints bold: 

ЛЯ) + Р(А)*1 (2) 
Р(ЯИ + ^Я|е) = 1 (») 

where Я a the mesaiúm of hypothesis Я. After applying the Bayes role for Я 

and taking advantage of £q(3), the probability P(<) reads 

P(e) * Р[*\И)Р[Н) + Р(«|Я)ЛЯ) (5) 

After substituting Eq.(5) into Eq.(l) and utilising Eq.(2), the conditional probability 
P(H\e) taken the final form: 

P(me) - Л«|Я>Я(Я) ( Л 
1 " " Р(е|Я)Р(Я) + Р(е|Я)(1 - Р(Я)) * ' 
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, practice confirmed that it is not worth to 
values are introduced the harder to get 

rfLV variables and 
L V value». Tbe reason m tbnt 

well. For 
both 

As it has been outlined, the merit of using Beycs rules и that it я easier to 
tbe P{e\H) probabilities than tbc P(H\t) vdues. An expert can guess the 
it there н а red peak in the spectrum then it has the trace in the coherence 
illustration, Table I shows tbe probabilities P[t\H) and Р(е|Я) determined 
enperimentd and theoreticd lmowledgc about neutron spectra. 

The events e are related to the rules mentioned previously. The notation Я 
far the hypothesis that there is a red peak at the given frequency, while Й denote the 
пе§шивп i.e. that no red peak is in the given frequency. 
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Table I 

event e P(e\H) P{e\H) 
rule i) large small 
ruleii) large medium 
rule iii) large small 
rule iv) large small 
rule v) »mall medium 

The conditional probabiUties expressed through 
linguistic variables. 

5. An example 

:, / -

Here we show an example to demonstrate the capability of the method. Three neutron 
detector signals were co-analyzed. 

Figure 5 
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The three SPN detectors were located at different points. The peak detection proce
dure was performed at only one APSD; the additional two signals were used to get further 
information (coherences) about the significance of certain elementary *«•&»• Figure 5 shows 
the three APSDs. They are calculated by conventional signal processing methods (FFT). 

Figure 6 
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The analyzed spectra (upper part) and the peaks with the 
confidence levels (lower part). 

Since no previous analysis was performed, rule v) cannot be applied here. The real 
peaks were recognized using only rules i) - iv). As it has been mentioned in Section 3 a 
final selection can be performed if necessary. For the problem in hand, that peaks which 
have smaller confidence level than 0.7, were not included in the final list. The result is given 
in Figure 6. The upper part shows the spectrum; the lower part displays the locations of 
the real peaks and the calculated confidence levels. 

Considering the final result it can be seen that the method is able to recognize sig
nificant peaks. It is easy to check since experts know characteristic peaks in the APSDs. 
Namely, 

• ж 8.5Hz: standing waves in the primary loop 
• ж 16Hz: main coolant pump 
• * 33Hz: second harmonics of the main coolant pump 
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These peaks are found here too. However, other peaks almost hidden by the backgro
und noise are also selected. In fact, the peaks at « 3Hz and as 25Hz are really a mistery 
for experts [4]. To understand the meaning of these peaks needs further theoretical inves
tigation [5]. 

Conclusions 

In the present paper we proposed a methodology to investigate neutron spectra in 
such a way which is similar to human thinking. The goal was to save experts from tedious, 
mechanical tasks, namely browsing a huge amount of signals in order to recognize changes 
of the underlying mechanisms. Ancient methods are based on visual image processing sup
ported by the gained knowledge of long practice. This knowledge can only be expressed 
by linguistic variables. During the spectrum interpretation usually an unconscious hypot
hesis test is also performed relating confidence level to the found features. In our method 
Bayesian inferencing plays the role of decision making. 

In order to apply the developed algorithm first a rule system must be defined which 
contains the knowledge of the experts in a convenient form. The form is an IF—THEN— 
ELSE structure expressed in PROLOG syntax. 

Having obtained the output the consistency of the rule system is easy to check. In 
additional, changing the rule system to another one gives the possibility to contradict 
different viewpoints. These points are one of the major advantages of the proposed method. 

The procedure was applied to peak detection in the APSDs. As a conclusion, the 
method recognized those peaks with high confidence level, which have also been selected 
by human experts. In addition, no significant peak was missed. However, a few seemingly 
unphysical peaks were also chosen. The reason for that could be either the inappropria-
teness of the applied rule system or the trace of some new, real, yet uncovered physical 
phenomena. The answer demands further investigation. 

The peak detection was used only for illustration. Any other feature can be detected 
without any major modification. In fact, the rule system is built up using simple words 
(small, sure,...) and if-then-else conditions. Since experts have different knowledge, a lib
rary can be created containing and reflecting these different believes. The library would 
make it easy to compare the different rule systems. To collect the necessary information 
and compile them into the a library need further work. 

Certainly the method is not restricted to APSDs and/or neutron spectra. Any other 
signal processing task which needs feature detection, can also be performed in a similar 
way. 

The automatic feature detection procedure is going to be integrated into a larger 
automatic diagnostic system [6]. On the other hand it is a very powerful tool for researchers 
to test new hypotheses and develop more complete and consistent databases. 
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KFKMM2-01/E A. CzltrovsiXy et al.: Laser analysis of aerosol particles to calculate distribution of 
aerosol electric charges and size 

KFKMM2-02/A F. Glück et al.: Order-a radiative corrections for semfleptonic decays of polarized 
baryons 

KFKMM2-03/A L. Diósi: Coarse graining and decoherence translated Into von Neumann Language 

KFKM992-04/E L Diósi: On the Caldelra-Leggett Master Equation 

KFKMS92-05/B+M J. Kadlecsik: Tensor Manipulation Package for General Relativity Calculations 

KFKM992-06'4 G.S. Hall: Symmetries in General Relativity • a brief survey 
C. Hoenseiaers: Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations and Solitons 

KFKMM2-07/A LL Gabunia, T.Gemesy, L Jenlk, Al. Kharchlava, S. Krasznovszky, V.N. Penev, 
Gy. Pintér, AI. Shklovskaja, LS. Vertogradov: Production region of Identical ptons 
at 38 GeV/c p~-nuclel Interaction» with high Pt particles 

KFKMM2-0S7A K. SzJachanyl, P. Vecsernyés: Quantum Symmetry and Braid Group Statistics in 
G-spin Models 

KFKMtW-09/Q A. Ricz: Estimation of Quasi-Critical Reactivity 

KFKMMMO/A • В A. Frenkel and F. Károtyhazy: Progress In the K-model of Quantum mechanics 



KFKMM&-11/A J. Ráwri. Y.NooM»<l:Onth»th>ofyof atowlclonlafcwtolowi(tnB^phtd>c>y 

KFKMt*2-12/A I.Lovas,LMolner.K.Saler.W.GnjfcierF4rkxJte 

KFKMt*2-ia/A S.Knttznov*zfcy:Antfysfeofth«)WDtotnbu^ 
Meier's Gtactton 

KFKM992-14/M Merit Töf6.PertomwK*Aft^"le Of the iASA Network 

KFKMM2-15/A FGWck: Measurable distributions of unpolartzed neutron decay 

KFKMMMtYJ S t Török, Sz-Sérxto et el: Source «pponlonmert Ol IncÄikfcrf 
at Hungarian background stations 

KFKM992-17/G e.Pór,LASotolov:'1<AZI№rAC«nplmnolMdelo^ 
1000 MW'o PWR WWER Type Nucleer Power Unto 

KFKM992-1t/G S.Upcsei.S.KIttandG.PorOfitfieElger»Ys*^^ 
NPPs SubnttM to Amate of Nudev Energy 

KFKH992-1t/G,l P. PeMonisz, S.K. Jha and G L Goswaml: Acoustic Emission Experiments for 
PHWR Technology Development 

KFKMW2-20/K P.Zomborl.A.AndrásUr^iem:Ar^Metr^ 

Radionuclide Distribution In the Sol by In SHu Gamma-Ray Spectrometry 

KFKM9W-21/A L Diósl: OnDfcjtol Randomness of CHavfcim Coordinates 

KFKI-1M2-22/B C. Hoenselaars, Z. Perjés: Remarks on the Robinson-Trautrnan solutions 
KFKMW2-23/Q В. ü*écs arid A Rácz: Objecto« J u d c * r ^ 

Generalized Landsbsrgian Scheme 

KFKM992-24/E Q. Konczos, B. Selmecl: Arnorphous Aloys BfcHc r̂aphy 1967-1981: Papers from 
the Centra) Research Institute for Physics (BiJdapest)andCoop«iatinglnets îtions 

KFKMM2.28/G S.B«ioe^arkaj,S.KlM«ridAnecz:ü)pjcBat^ 
Neutron Spectra 
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